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There are two specific features that signify the political
distinctiveness of Muslims in Bihar. Muslim communities of the state
participate in all kinds of political processes without giving up their
socio-religious identities. Although this form of political participation is
not exclusively Bihar-centric as Muslims in other parts of India do get
actively involved in various kinds of politics-- the enthusiasm by which
politics as a sanctified activity is imbibed in the cultural universe of
Muslim communities of Bihar is certainly unique (Sajjad, 2014).
Secondly, unlike other neighboring states, Muslim sociological diversity
in Bihar actually turns out to be a major political issue in recent years.
The rise of Pasmanda politics in the 1990, which raised the question of
internal power structures among Muslim communities, has transformed
the debate on affirmative action in the country. Interestingly, the
Pasmanda political assertions also found a serious electoral overtone
(Ahmed, 2014).

Precisely for these reasons, it is imperative to ask a direct question:
do Muslims vote as a political community in Bihar? If yes, what is the
placing of Muslim social diversity in the formation of such a political
community? These questions are crucial for two reasons. The emergence
of the BJP as a powerful political player, especially after the
reconstitution of the NDA in 2014 clearly indicates that the party is
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not interested in the old JD (U) style cohesive politics. Although the
figure of Narendra Modi and slogans like, sabka sath sabka vikas, and
‘Achche din’ were the main themes of 2014 election campaign, the party
did focus on its core Hindu constituency. To conceptualize the Hindu
core in a sophisticated language of electoral politics, it was necessary
for the BJP establishment to directly/indirectly pose Muslims as an
identifiably closed social group. In this sense, it would be interesting to
look at how Muslim communities respond to this active development-
oriented Hindu politics of the BJP in the state.

Secondly, the JD (U), which somehow encouraged the Pasmanda
politics in an unprecedented manner, reworked its politics in the post-
2014 Lok Sabha elections. JD (U) not merely joined hands with RJD—
the party that initiated the Muslim-Yadav alliance in the 1990s—but
also started evoking the slogan of secularism to oppose the BJP. Since
the Janata Parivar always rely on Muslim electoral support, it becomes
crucial to look at the Muslim political response to such developments in
past two years.
I

The CSDS-Lokniti NES post poll survey 2014, offers some interesting
figures.  It shows that 69% Muslims (including the OBCs) went with
Congress-RJD alliance, while 21% went with JD (U). Muslims, as it was
expected, overwhelmingly rejected the BJP. Interestingly, this is also
true about the Yadav votes. RJD again emerged as the first choice for
them. Is it, thus, appropriate to say that the Yadav-Muslim alliance has
resurfaced as an important electoral configuration in the state, especially
to counter the Modi-BJP? If this is the case, then, can we say that
‘defeating’ the BJP or securing the ‘secularism’ might provoke Muslims
to act a political community in electoral sense?

Let us deconstruct the Muslim category to elaborate these crucial
points. Table 1 shows the survey results of the Bihar Assembly Election
2010.  At that time, the old NDA was still alive and there was no public
discussion on the so-called ‘Modi wave’. Yet, we find an interesting pattern
of voting. Muslim OBCs simply went with the Congress. However, it
does effect the Muslim support of RJD as both Muslim general as well
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Muslim OBCs continued to support it. What is most interesting is the
noticeable Muslim backing to BJP. In fact, the party emerged as
significant choice for both categories of Muslims.

Table 1
Muslim political response, Bihar Assembly

Election 2010

Bihar Assembly Election 2010 Total

Congress BJP JD(U) RJD LJP Left Others

Muslim
General 16.2% 6.0% 16.5% 26.1% 6.8% .0% 28.4% 100.0%
Muslim
OBCs 28.0% 5.5% 14.4% 24.3% 5.0% 1.0% 21.8% 100.0%
Source: NES, 2010

If we compare these figures with recent Lok Sabha election, a very
different political picture comes up. Table 2 shows that RJD seems to
retain its Muslim support in 2014. Although Muslim OBCs’ did go with
JD (U) in a significant manner, RJD was the first choice for the majority
of Muslims. BJP, as expected, lost its Muslim votes almost entirely.

Table 2
Muslim Political Response, Lok Sabha Election 2014

Lok Sabha Election 2014 Total

Congress BJP JDU LJP RJD Others
Muslim General 16.7% .0% 17.4% 1.5% 50.0% 14.4% 100.0%
Muslim OBCs 8.8% 1.8% 29.8% .0% 54.4% 5.3% 100.0%
Source: NES 2014

These figures, broadly speaking, point towards a general conclusion
that Muslims in Bihar do act collectively as an electoral group and there
is no significant difference between the two major Muslim caste-groups.
However, this general conclusion needs to be problematized further.

Bihar: Do Muslims Act as a Political Community?
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Three possible inferences can be underlined here. It is true that the
BJP’s aggrieve politics and its Modi-centric campaign did play a role in
organizing Muslims at the state level. But, this reconfiguration is not
entirely one-sided. Muslims, it seems, did not follow any active political
agenda to defeat BJP. Instead, Muslim vote was divided among those
political formations which offered various socially cohesive political
alternatives. Muslim communities, like any other social group, in this
sense, responded to these alternatives—not merely for the sake of
protecting Muslim-ness but also to evoke the existential issues such as
unemployment and poverty.

Secondly, the caste-based political response also underline an important
political trajectory. JD(U)’s relatively high popularity among the Muslim
OBCs in 2014 is significant. It shows that the party has consolidated its
social base among the Muslim lower castes in last five years. Nitish Kumar,
as it is well known, relied heavily on the most backward groups including
the Muslim lower castes. This active reconfiguration of backward groups
gave certain kind of political legitimacy to Pasmanda politics. The political
elevation of Ali Anwar, a leading Pasmanda Muslim leader and intellectual,
who is also a JD (U) Rajya Sabha member, shows this pro-Pasmanda
gesture of the party. Obviously, such moves helped the party to reach out
to the Pasmanda groups.

Finally, we also have to note that the cumulative state-level data
always offers a larger pictures. These statistics does not reveal the
constituency level political responses of social group, where various
momentary and fragile coalitions are formed. The big electoral ideas--
development, poverty eradication and even the protection of secular
values-- are also translated at this level into a locally distinguishable
language of politics.  The Muslims voters, like other social groups,
perceive these slogans in their own locally constituted political universe
and respond to them accordingly. The virtually fragmented Muslim vote
share secured by various parties in 2014 demonstrates this aspect quite
well.  Modi’s anti-Muslim image or BJP’s pro-Hindu politics, in this sense,
are not necessarily received by Muslims at the constituency level in a
homogenous way.  On the contrary, Muslims look at these images through
the prism of their own histories of community cohesion and conflicts.
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II
The coming election in the state is very crucial. The BJP has already

decided that its campaign would revolve around the image of the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. This move is interesting in two ways. Modi’s
2002 anti-Muslim image has not been fully dismantled. Although the
2002 Gujarat riots has virtually no electoral significance, the party might
rely on growing Hindu essentialism—ghar vapasi, cow protection, Ram
temple, love jehad etc.—to approach its core-Hindu constituency in the
coming election. Secondly, Modi centric campaign might help the party
to strengthen its social base. Since the state-level party has not yet come
out with any region-specific political agenda, there is a possibility that
Modi’s image as a champion of equality might be evoked to respond to
the issues such as Muslim backwardness. After all, the BJP-Modi
government has not yet clarified its position on affirmation action policies
so far. In fact, the government, as it seems, does not want to entertain
the issues such the inclusion of Muslim Dalits in the Scheduled Caste
list. In this sense, BJP’s intentionally unclear position towards Muslims
could have an apparent manifestation: it is possible that the BJP might
use this ambiguous stand on Muslim to attract upper Hindu caste/class
voters along with Dalit communities (Ahmed, 2014a).

The RJD-JD(U) alliance is another significant development.  Since
both the parties, in principle, adhere to a pro-Muslim position, secularism
is going to be the prime focus of their campaign. This overtly radical
evocation of secularism, in any case, needs to be analyzed more closely.
We have to remember that secularism/communal binary of 1990s lost
its political significance in the 2000s when new political realignments
emerged. The previous NDA experiment is a revealing example in this
regard. Yet, this imaginary political binary has survived—primarily
because a section of political elites tends to use them to describe the
structure of political spectrum. The non-BJP parties, thus, turn out to
be the secular player, while the BJP becomes communal party in this
framework (though BJP always calls them pseudo-secular!).

The secularism, which is now talked about by the RJD and JD (U), is
precisely related to their political locations vis-a vis Muslim communities
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in the state. Since the BJP’s secularism of equality (equal treatment to
all religion and no privileges to the minorities) and one-sided development
agenda do not have space to accommodate Muslim aspirations and issues,
RJD and JD(U)’s ‘stop the BJP’ slogan would inevitably become ‘secular’
in this sense.

There is another reason behind this evocation to secularism by the
RJD-JD (U). BJP’s success in the previous Lok Sabha election—especially
in terms of vote share has given the party a confidence that it can perform
as a dominant player in Bihar, even without compromising with its stated
ideological principles (Table 3). On the other hand, the Janata alliance
is also confident that its combined vote strength can easily be translated
into an effective electoral success. Thus, to ensure the security of the
already committed ‘Muslim vote’, secularism is presented as a politically
acceptable argument.

Table 3
Vote share of the parties in 2014

Party Vote Share (In Percent) Change from 2009
NDA 38.8 +18.3
BJP 29.4 +15.5
LJP 6.4 -0.2
RLSP 3 NA
UPA 29.7 -1
RJD 20.1 +0.8
Congress 8.4 -1.8
NCP 1.2 0
JDU 15.8 -8.3
Others 14.1 -10.6
NOTA 1.6 NA

Source: Election Commission of India/CSDS-Lokniti NES.

Let us come back to our main questions—if Muslims constitute a
political community in overly electoral sense in Bihar, how would they
respond to this emerging political configuration? What would be the
impact of this BJP versus Janata polarization on Muslim Pasmanda
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politics? The overwhelming support given by the Muslim communities
to non-BJP parties in 2014 clearly indicate a strong possibility that RJD-
JD(U) coalition would secure a significant Muslim votes. This possibility,
however, should also be understood in relation to the nature of this
coalition. The JD (U), which has been advocating the Pasmanda politics
for a long time might get the support of Pasmanda groups; at the same
time, RJD, that had secured most of the Muslim votes in the previous
election, might consolidate Muslim-Yadav equitation. In other words,
the possibility that Muslims would support the Janata alliance in the
coming elections is inextricably linked to the internal Muslim diversity
in Bihar.

The Pasmanda politics, we must note, also finds a different and
perhaps more mature overtone. The Pasmanda groups tend to function
at two levels—at a more direct political level, Pasmanda groups demand
reservation for all communities on purely secular basis; and at a much
deeper social-cultural level they raise the principle of social equality.
The rise of BJP has certainly forced the Pasmanda groups to evoke
secularism in a more radical fashion. However, such development might
not have any adverse effect on the social reform agenda.1

Muslims political responses in Bihar, nevertheless, have shown that
Muslim political identity functions like a pendulum that oscillates

1One finds an interesting discussion on this point in Mohammed Sajjiad’s book
Muslim Politics in Bihar. The author does not look at the Pasmanda assertion
as a closed political category; instead he makes a serious effort to examine
different shades of the movement. In fact, a critical perspective is offered to
make an analytical distinction between Pasmanda politics and the larger
questions of social transformations among Muslims of Bihar. Sajjad argues:
‘….a long term movement for empowerment requires the ability to lead a cultural
revolution, and to formulate and move a programme for socio-economic
transformation. Until these issues are also linked to the larger project of
emancipation and empowerment, the transformation of Muslim identity politics
in larger political process of Bihar is likely to remain un(der) accomplished. They
may have to think of moving much ahead of narrow, identity-based electoral
politics. They will have to become a movement so that the co-option of a few
individual leaders does not impede the process of democratization and
empowerment.’ (Sajjad, 2014, 316).
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between two extreme ends— sociological diversity constituted at the
constituency-level and the perceptible political homogeneity that is often
given to them by forces like the BJP. It would be interesting to observe
the trajectory of this political identity in the 2015 Bihar Assembly
election, which, in any case, is going to redefine the nature of our
competitive politics.
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